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All employees of Gas Energy Australia member companies may apply for a Login for the Member and Associate Portal. If you would like access, please seek approval from your company’s Member Representative (i.e. Managing Director, CEO). The Member Representative will email the approval to Tahnee McElligott (mailto:tmcelligott@gasenergyaustralia.asn.au) with your full name, position, company and email address.

View listings of our Members or Associates (http://gasenergyaustralia.asn.au/about-us/associates/), who contribute to the growth and development of the LPG Industry.
Elgas is a marketer of LPG, with over 40 service centres nationally, providing LPG and appliances for home, business, autos and BBQ customers.

Origin Energy is involved in gas and oil production and exploration, power generation and energy retailing providing alternative resources for a range of products.

Air & Gas Industries is a Brisbane based company offering its services throughout Australia and the Asia Pacific Region. Air & Gas Industries has over 35 years experience providing technical services and products to the Gas, Waste and Dangerous Goods Industries.

Transmission and distribution of natural gas.

BOC a member of The Linde Group, supplies compressed and bulk gases, chemicals and equipment throughout Australia, New Zealand and the South Pacific.

A specialist group of companies providing a range of markets with engineering and equipment solutions.
L.G. Equipment was formed in 1987 by David Batchen and John Treloar to develop and market a LP Gas nozzle to compete against the ZVG nozzle which at the time, had market dominance within Australia and New Zealand.

EVOL LNG, a part of Kleenheat Gas, has been servicing the Australian LNG Market for over a decade.

GSGP is a part of the GAMECO group and is a specialty energy products sales and service company aimed specifically at providing equipment solutions for the oil and gas industries as well as servicing niche and emerging energy markets.

Wesfarmers Kleenheat supplies and distributes LPG servicing 14,080 bulk and 230,398 domestic customer installations that can be used for a range of purposes.

Manufacturer of low-pressure vessels for propane, air and industrial applications.

The Rivet Group operates businesses primarily operating in the bulk haulage and LPG/Liquid fuel logistics industries, including aviation refuelling services for global oil & gas companies. Rivet also offers specialist workshops in key metropolitan locations throughout Australia.

Supagas offer a range of services including the filling of numerous gases, cylinder testing and supplier of gases.
Agas National is proud to be your only Queensland, family owned, local independent supplier of house gas and commercial LPG bottles and also have a wide variety of industrial gases including helium.

Manufacturer in LP Gas products and exports to countries all over the world. Also the major Australian manufacturer of Automotive Fuel Dispensers.

BP Australia is engaged in the exploration of oils and gases as well as the transporting and marketing sectors servicing Australia and the world.

We are a small family owned and run business dedicated to providing the best customer service and products for industrial and home gas in the Shoalhaven area. We are locals who have been in the area for over 40 years, first at Bomaderry and now at South Nowra.

Specialising in hose, fittings, and accessories for the LPG Industry.

Bromic is an International company that supplies gas components to each of their sectors, including refrigeration, plumbing and heating.

Designs and manufactures pumps that can be used for a variety of industrial applications.
Gas ina Flash is a locally owned and operated North Queensland LPG business with branches in Cairns, Townsville, Mackay, Gladstone and Mt Isa and have been in the LPG industry delivering cylinders for over 8yrs. We fill and supply our own exchange 18kg and 45kg cylinders for domestic and industrial customers as well as 15kg and 18kg exchange fork lift cylinders to industrial customers. Gas ina flash also supplies our own 9kg and 4kg BBQ cylinder re-seller system through our branches to petroleum sites, convenience stores, landscaping supply stores and Independent Hardware stores.

Hotgas is a Sunshine Coast owned and operated LPG distribution business established 1990. LPG is supplied to domestic and commercial customers in a full range of cylinder sizes, including forklifts, through exchange and Swap & Drop services. Hotgas is also a licenced re-testing station.

KLM Energy Services

Distributor of LP Gas that can be used for BBQ bottles, appliances and forklifts, all able to be refilled or replaced.

NGV GROUP – Your total solution provider when it comes to compression, bottling, treatment & movement of combustible gases.

Norfolk Island Gas

NI Gas stock a large range of gas components, fittings and spare parts as well as a range of appliances.

Oceangas

LPG Industry

Keeping Tasmania Connected.
Choose SeaRoad for your next shipment.
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